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Round 6 Results
C Grade

A Grade
Golden Grove

20

14

134

Golden Grove

4

8

32

Kilburn

18

13

121

Tea Tree Gully

16

16

112

D Grade

B Grade
Golden Grove

32

16

208

Golden Grove

5

3

33

Kilburn

2

3

115

Prince Alfred OS

19

13

127

Golden Grove

13

14

92

Henley

6

8

44

Under 18s

Congratulations!
250 Games
Adam Peterson

150 Games
Matthew Tiss

Club News
Change of location for A & B
Grades: 21 May
Walkerville Oval is not available this weekend
so now all four grades are playing at home.
A and B Grades are on the top oval and C and
D Grades are on the bottom oval.
The return match for the A and B Grade on 30
July will now be played at Walkerville.

Designated Drivers
Free canned soft drink for designated drivers.
Please identify yourself at the bar at the start
of the night to be ‘stamped’. Minimum three
people in your car.

Free Taxi Phone Calls
See bar staff to call on your behalf. Suburban
Ph: 131008. Yellow: Ph 132227

Car parking on Sundays:
The first time slots on Sundays at Harper’s
Field are a bit chaotic as there can be up to 10
teams playing at 9.30am then another 2 or 4
come through for the next game.
In fact the carpark and traffic into the oval is
very busy at most trainings and games.
Please be mindful of the situation and take extra care as drivers and pedestrians. As drivers,
please be aware that kids sometimes have
tunnel vision and forget what’s around them.
And as pedestrians, please don’t take on the
traffic to cross the road.
If everyone takes that little bit of care taking
note of what’s around them and making sure it
is clear to cross the road or car park, then we
should have no problems.
There is also parking available at the new
shopping centre car park, and there is a gate
into the oval off Crouch Road. However don’t
forget to adhere to their parking restrictions.

People’s Choice Community Lottery:
Tickets are now available through your teams
and online for the 2016 People’s Choice Community Lottery, where 100% of the profits go
directly to our Club!
Paper books have been distributed to all
teams, or go to the following page to make
your online donation:
www.peopleschoicecu.com.au/golden-grovefootball-club
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Under 6 Gold
We are a month in and what a fantastic team we have! The boys have been playing really well as a team and their
coach has sincerely helped them to improve in leaps and bounds. Thanks Scott!
Our carnival was an exciting time where the team formed as one for the first time. They dominated the play with
Declan Kells, Noah Hunter and Mitchell Weaving hitting the score board at least twice. Henry Brown was a marking
machine taking five solid marks for the carnival. What a great first outing!
Round 2 was against Salisbury West and the coach had instructed the boys that the emphasis was indeed on “team
work” and for two weeks in a row everyone was involved in the action. Riley Pilgrim scored his first goal in football,
which was an exciting moment in his career and so too did Callum Mitchell albeit for the other team, when he was
filling in for them. Levi Harrip–Grunill was involved in a lot of action and helped get the ball to the forward line with
two kicks and a handpass and Eli Peterson was kicking the ball with confidence when he played for us, and the opposition. Every player walked away with kicks, handpasses or marks which showed that they had begun listening to
their coach and working as a team.
Round 3 was against Salisbury North where, once again, the emphasis was on team work and keeping our feet.
Our team shone on the day and this time we saw a much more even contribution as Scott had been working very
hard on team play at training. Brady Borgas was a dead eye with five fantastic kicks that always had one of our
players on the end. Hudson Poppy and Luke Schulz were indeed a part of the action with four kicks and at least one
handball. Luke walked away with two great goals. Cailan Rachwal dominated in the forward line with three goals
and Mason Smart also contributed two goals and one from an acute angle in this game. Cooper Ray also kicked an
exciting goal and his first for the season, so all the boys gave him a big cheer. Ethan Dempsey had four kicks and a
great mark where he watched the ball all the way into his hands. Brodie Jarvis had three big kicks for the game and
helped us in the middle and the forward line. What a great team game with all players contributing.
Our last game was played against the other Golden Grove side and it showed that both teams are a force to be
reckoned with. Dane Bruanack had kicks, handballs and an unforgettable mark. Reuben Slater was unstoppable
with four kicks and a mark and Jake Aloisi contributed two fine goals to our total of six for the game.
I think you will all agree that our team has made a fantastic start to the season and we can already see improvement in kicking, marking, handballing and above all the team atmosphere. They are making life long friends and
enjoying each other’s company as well as absolutely loving the guidance of their coach. It will be great to look back
on this time when they are older and remember where it all started - U6 Gold Golden Grove Football Club!

Under 6 Green
Our Green Kookies were home today to Golden Grove Gold and the showdown lived up to all expectation.
Gold had some amazing kicks, big strong marks and were very hungry for
the ball, taking a lead into quarter time, with Annelise keeping us within
reach with some strong kicking of her own.
I pleaded for more desperation and focus and to their credit, the Green
Kookies came out with much better application in the second quarter. Tucky
was an absolute ball magnet, Cohen won some hard balls, and Jacob Day,
although not prolific with touches, created lots of pressure at the contest.
Thomas was able to kick truly and the see-saw affair continued like that for
the rest of the game.
What I loved watching was how selfless the team were, with Caillin having
his best game mopping up lots of free balls across half back, and Brodie
and Thomas both hand passing to others to bring them into the game.
Tucky gave one off to Lincoln and then got it back to complete the goal moments later. By 3/4 time, there couldn’t have been a goal in it either way,
and with both teams playing with the spirit of the contest to the very end, it
was very enjoyable to see such emerging talent on display. Jarvis won
some nice ball late, Archie had a strong game and was reliable when down
back, and basically everyone from both sides showed how their training is
developing their skills.
Well done to Scott who helped coach both teams with me to ensure everyone had a good game and a few kicks
and played with the spirit of the contest.

Under 7 Blue
After two night games to start the season, Round 3 saw us play Walkerville away at Fitzroy oval. Our three main
areas we have been focussing on this week were: sticking with our opponent/manning up, being first to the ball and
smart kicking. Rylie was our Captain for the day and lead the team well getting involved in play early on. Jayden
and Cooper provided lots of run out of defence while Sam, Ryan, Jamison, Brandon, Kayden and Jack were
among others that were all busy around the ball and having multiple possessions. While we are a brand new team
this season I have been very pleased and proud to see how all the boys are learning quickly, getting in there and
giving it a go and coming together as a team.
Next week will see us back at Harper’s Field playing U7 Blue Modbury. GO BURRAS!

Under 8 Gold
We’d been discussing playing Tea Tree Gully ever since we started preseason – the local derby. A rivalry born from the closeness of the two
clubs. On one hand we have a club that has been around for a hundred
years with a long tradition and reputation to be exceptionally skilled. On
the other hand a new club with a breed of players who not only have
some tidy skills, but the heart and power of a horse, the fierceness of a
lion and the eye of a tiger – the Kookaburras.
Round 3 was set to be one of the toughest matches we’d play this year.
The team was out early getting warmed up with Craig Bradshaw and the
rest of the dads – I think they’re putting something extra into these warm
ups as the team always comes in ready to go.
Emily Schulz was named captain today and won the toss – we’ll be kicking to the shopping centre end. We came in
to read the team out and we had an unfortunate late omission with Riley Baker unable to play due to bad blisters.
(He’s picked up the wrong boots from out the front of the club which are a size too small, so if anybody knows of
anyone with boots too big for them, get in touch with me as there’s a good chance Riley has theirs!)
Before we ran out we gathered in close as a group and spoke about how brave we’d need to be, how tough we’d
need to be, how desperate we’d need to be. All in all, this was going to be a battle of epic proportions. Who’s
Golden Grove Under 8 GOLD?! WE ARE!!!!
As the siren blew the first bounce went the way of TTG with a quick goal. The next centre bounce, another quick
goal - our backline were under the pump. Jordan Ruchs stood tall with a great mark to stop their next goal. Sammy
Carter showed some desperation helping Bailey Casey deliver the ball out of the backlines. Mitchy Webb in the centre got hold of a loose ball and passed into the forward lines where Alby Bradshaw got us on the board with a nice
sausage roll. The first quarter probably went the way of TTG, but we
were fighting back.
At quarter time we regrouped – play in front of your opponent Kookaburras. Believe in yourself, you can take these guys on, now COME ON!!
The second quarter began and we were immediately on the front foot.
Hamish Pullen dominated in the centre with Caleb Zanker and Kyan
Smith sharing the ball between them with a few of the old One – Twos
(just like at training, great work!). We were peppering the goals with
Nate Atkinson having a real crack after missing a couple weeks. TTG
were shell shocked – they’re used to controlling games and dominating

the opposition, this time they had no answer. Riley Rosenburg took a courageous mark to stop a forward entry and
Harry Slater (who played the game of his life) really dominated the aerial contests down back.
At half time we were really believing in ourselves. If you play in front, you’ll get rewarded - and that quarter we
came in with a big bag of Gold! They don’t like that you’re beating them at every contest, fantastic work Kookaburras! We’ve still got a half to go, so keep concentrating. Who’s Golden Grove Under 8 Gold?! WE ARE!!
The third quarter got under way and it looked to be pretty even. Our back line was holding up well with the skipper
for the day Emily Schulz taking control. The centres were showing great desperation with Rylan Whitwell willing his
way from a pack to get the ball to Brodie Murphy. Lachlan Anderson really put his body on the line this quarter with
some courageous efforts. But standing tall up forward was Jayden Jackman. He was extra brave today as the
coach gave him a job to do.
Three quarter time came just in the nick of time with TTG starting to claw back some momentum. But we were not
only competing well, but we were exceeding all expectations. We’ve got one last huge effort Kookaburras. Show us
what you’re made of!!! Before the last quarter, we again spoke about belief - you are more than good enough
Kookaburras, now get out there and play with some real purpose! Go Kookaburras!!
In the last I gave a job to a couple players – one of them was Oliver Ward. The job was to be tough, hard and ferocious – do not let them get the ball. Ollie, you did your job lad! We dominated the centre, we rebounded well from
the backlines but up forward it was Ajay Visnyai and Adam Barnett that were putting on a show. Crashing some
packs and kicking goals was the order of the day. The other job I gave out was to Harry Slater – take some big
marks up forward and don’t let the ball out. Again, job done.
In summary, it was always going to be a tough game. Any success was going to be dependent on us NOT GIVING
UP. They were long quarters and we were so persistent and consistent which probably got us the chocolates in the
end. I must say as a coach I am so proud of the team today. Never giving up shows tremendous heart that can’t be
taught. It comes from a want of competing and a want of success. We had that in spades today from across the
board. Our senior team members needed to stand tall today: Alby, Jordan, Ajay, Bailey, Harry and now Hamish all
contributed exceptionally well.
WHO IS GOLDEN GROVE UNDER 8 GOLD?!!! WE ARE!!!!!

Under 8 Green
After going home with our tails between our legs in the Mother’s
Day clash vs Salisbury North we hit the track hard on Thursday
night. We changed training up a bit and worked on some key areas
that needed improvement. Second effort was top of the list and the
boys didn’t know what hit them, but I would comfortably say it was
the best training of the year so far. I knew by 6pm that we were
ready to face Eastern Park on their deck in a couple of days time.
My final message was for everyone to have a good night’s sleep on
Saturday.
Game day was here and the sun was shining. All the kids were
there on time, they just seemed to have a spring in their step and it was evident the boys were switched on. Eastern
Park looked a little unorganized, still getting things sorted near the first siren. Tye was our Captain for the day after I
promised it to him after last week’s game. We kicked towards the end where we were warming up.
I had a few words to some of the lads during warmup. Kody is one of our taller kids and was starting in the goal
square, I asked for a big effort and for him to really control his zone, direct his crumbers where he wanted them.
Before I knew it our Mids had got the ball down forward and Kody had clunked one and put it through the sticks.
Just what we needed! Our Backs held strong and our Mids were first at the ball. Jack Allen has been working very
hard on his kicking at training and put his first goal through for the year.

After swinging some changes at quarter time (as we do at every break) we
really dominated the second quarter with Carter, Kian and Oscar making
sure they were first to the ball. Hudson put four long range kicks through the
uprights and Oliver managed to thread one in from a near impossible angle.
We went into half time with a lot of confidence, a lot of the boys were getting
their hands on the ball but we agreed as a team that we wanted to get everyone involved, but everyone had to work hard to get their hands on the ball
and it wasn’t just going to fall in their lap.
The third term started off well with our Mids winning the centre clearances.
Brodie was one of the kids who put his hand up at half time and then ‘bang’
he takes a mark and has a shot. Unfortunately it was marked on the goal
line, fortunately it was Carter who marked it and then slotted the first of
three for the quarter.
The fourth quarter was a little lacklustre. We tried a few different combinations throughout the zones as this is an area of continuous improvement.
The backlines were under a lot of pressure. Kody really controlled the backs
and it was great to see Jordie get his hands on the ball and run the ball out
of defence.
As a first year coach I have a lot of highlights with these boys. Jack taking a mark and then slotting it through was
excellent! But taking the Cake this week was Tye putting through his first goal right on the final siren. This being in
the same week as being Captain.
We still have a lot of areas of improvement. Over the next few weeks we are going to be working on our ‘manning
up’ and also finding our teammates out in space. But overall it was great to bounce back.
Goalkickers: Hudson 4, Carter 3, Oscar 2, Kody, Kian, Oliver, Jack, Tye 1

Under 9 Green
The first quarter we had some great passages of play as we were getting our
hands on the ball first and moving it quickly into our forward zone resulting in
loads of scoring opportunities. Indy managed to put the first points on the scoreboard and ended up kicking four goals for the quarter. Mackye was everywhere,
he wanted the ball and he fought hard to put two goals and a point down for this
quarter. Logan pushed his way through the pack and took a great mark which
saw him add his name to the goal scorers.
The second quarter Zach, Alex, Angus, Louie and Mackye were doing exactly
as asked and getting to the ball first giving us more opportunities to score.
The third quarter was much of the same with the midfielders standing up and
giving our forwards more opportunities to slot the ball through the goals. Hope
Valley’s defence never gave up and made our boys work hard to score but we
were just too strong. Jace was making plenty of run and was able to covert a
goal.
The fourth quarter was another great effort by all the players. The boys shared the ball around and were able to
stop Hope Valley going forward. Ryan managed to score two goals this quarter and Caleb was able to score his first
goal for the team and Club after a courageous effort to obtain the ball.
Another fantastic effort by the boys this week - they are really starting to put in the four-quarter effort that Damo is
looking for. Also the boys that went and filled in for Hope Valley should all be congratulated as they all tried really
hard for them as well; secretly I think they all like going up against their teammates!
Thank you to all the parents who worked in the canteen on Sunday.
Congratulations to Damian and Nicole Hooker on the arrival of Harper Willow, our newest Green Machine Supporter
1, 2, 3 Green Machine!
Scorers: Indy Cotton 6.0, Mackye Williams 4.1, Zach Hooker 4.1, Louis Switala 3.1, Ryan Hoskin, 2.0, Logan Sutherland 2.0, Jace Richardson 1.0, Caleb Smith 1.0, Alex Jankovic 0.2, Blake Lang 0.2, Harley Taylor 0.2, Angus
Brock 0.1, Jordan Durant 0.1, Evan Williams 0.1.

Under 9 Gold
On Friday night, Under 9 Gold faced a determined Payneham Black on
a special night celebrating Josh Caldicott's 50th game. The match was
a fantastic tussle between two quality teams, and certainly didn't
disappoint!
Right from the first bounce, our team hit their straps, passing to targets,
finding team mates when under pressure, showing determination with
their defence and showcasing some strong tackling. The first quarter
was dominated by GGFC, with Matthew LeRay scoring three of his four
goals, while Ryan Kopec roved the pack nicely to score his first major
for the season. Thomas Glen was solid in defence and Owen Jarrad
had another stellar game, continuing his great form this season.
The second and third quarters were close, with some highlights including smothers by James Gray, Owen Jarrad
and Matthew LeRay, and Kirra Lebessis taking a great mark in the forward line. Braden Carpenter kicked truly, and
a coast to coast play by our Kookaburras was rewarded with a goal by Jack Goreing......goals were certainly hard to
come by for both sides, but it was quality footy for those watching on the sidelines!
The last quarter saw Payneham Black come hard, and our back line, led by James Gray, were able to hold them
out. All in all there was some great footy played by both teams, and a fantastic way to celebrate Josh's milestone.
Goal scorers: Matthew LeRay 4.1, Jack Goreing 1.1, Ryan Kopec 1.0, Braden Carpenter 1.0, Corey Edwards 0.1,
Tyson Karklis 0.1

Application for Social Membership
Fee for 2016 - $35 Single or $60 Family
($1.00 off for alcoholic drinks and 50c off non-alcoholic drinks)
To be forwarded with application to: Golden Grove Football Club,
PO Box 1238, Golden Grove Village, SA, 5125
Website: ggfc.com.au
Surname:___________________________________________________________
Given Names:________________________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________________________
Contact Number:_______________________Mobile:_________________________
Email address:________________________________________________________
Date:________________________________ Signed:_________________________
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